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Week Seven...Chapter 6:25 to 71….Bread for the Breds

Sunday….Read Chapter 6 verses 25 to 71    15 minutes

Monday…. Read chapter 6 verses 25 to 31
Remember last week’s readings...two of the biggest miracles ever. And then they ask the 
question in verse 30!
15 minutes

Tuesday….Read chapter 6 verses 31 to 52 (slight overlap with yesterday)
Manna was daily bread for the Israelis in the desert. Jesus describes Himself as Bread. In what 
ways is He like Manna for us? 15 minutes

Wednesday… Read chapter 6 verses 53 to 71
What did they find hard about Jesus teaching do you think? Why did some turn away? What does 
He mean by “eating His flesh”? Jot some answers down overleaf…. it’s more than just being 
about Communion….remember that it has something to do with the Manna too.15 minutes

John’s Gospel

Miracles don’t make people believe, believing makes people see  miracles.
What things have helped you to believe in God in the past? 

What “amazing things” that you have seen have failed to impress or convince others?

Bread...vital food. It’s all poor people get to eat. If you have eaten nothing for a week, and someone offered 
you bread, would you ignore it?
What do you think Jesus is teaching us about our relationship with Him by describing Himself as bread?
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Thursday….John 6:37 is a good verse to learn, or choose one of the others. Or just spend the 
time today making sure you still remember the previous ones. By now you should have learnt at 
least 6 verses!  15 minutes 

Friday…. If there is something in the passage you don’t understand, write your question in the 
Whatsapp or discussion forum group you have arranged with your friends. If there is something 
that you have gone “Wow” or “That’s great” about in this chapter, post it in the same place but 
also underline it in your Bible carefully as well. Also make sure you can still say the verse you 
learnt yesterday 15 minutes

Saturday…. Go to john.lumin.org.uk and click the audio download  link to get the audio file and 
listen to the discussion there on John Chapter 6b. Also check to see if anyone has answered your 
question from yesterday on WhattsApp (or try to answer someone else’s!).  
  45+ minutes

If you don’t get the next week’s Study sheet from a leader in a meeting you can 
always download it from the website.
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For help with learning verses, try www.walkingbible.org
This is a project involving setting much of the bible to music.

John Chapter Six, continued


